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Get all the necessities online & in store 
www.qcms.com.au 

Over the break, most offices will be closed & not under the standard strains of a workday. This does mean 

your coffee equipment is left lonely. Short breaks like Christmas shouldn't do much harm as long as you 

have prepared the equipment. 

ALWAYS CHECK IF YOUR EQUIPMENT IS COMPATIBLE WITH THIS GENERAL GUIDE

Service - It's recommended to get your equipment serviced either before the office

closes for the break or when you re-open. Servicing your equipment frequently is the best 

deterrent to issues & faults. 

Deep Clean - A few days before you close, make sure you have the cleaning

consumables on hand to do one last deep clean. After the last coffee & before you switch the 

machine off, run through all the general cleaning programs with the solutions recommended. 

Then, if your coffee machine has a "Pre-Ground" coffee option, run 2-4 coffee programs 

without putting any coffee in. This will give a more depth rinse to the piping & brewer. 

Once your machine is ready to be shut down, run through the normal closing procedure. Then, give 

the cosmetics & around your coffee machine a good clean making sure there is no milk or coffee 

residue left over. Critters love the scent or coffee so over the break making sure the surrounding areas 

are clean is important. 

Wrap- If your office has clear wrap available, you can wrap the top sections of your machine to

keep out any potential intruding critters. Note: If your coffee machine is in direct sunlight or your 

office becomes hot & humid, be aware clear wrap could melt so make sure your coffee machine is in a 

cooler area if possible. 

The goal of these processes is to keep any critters away & make sure the internal components of your 

equipment is clean. Where equipment has coffee residue left, it can & probably will cause a blockage 

of some sort when you return to work. 

Book Your Service or Talk to our support team for specific guidance 
1300 650 091 I www.qcms.com.au 



www.qcms.com.au 1300 650 091

 
Automatic Coffee Equipment Checklist 

NOTE:  This checklist is a general guide based on a range of common 
equipment. Prior to use, always check your coffee machines user manual & 
cleaning procedures. Never use fluids or consumables not approved by the 

manufacturer or a QCMS representative. 
 
Our Team Can provide specific recommendations for your equipment if you 
are unsure. Not all equipment is compatible with this generic guide.  

Service Scheduled or Completed (within 6 months) 

End of Week Cleaning Procedures  

Cleaned Milk System with Milk Clean Solution 

Tablet Clean (if applicable)  

Flush Pre-Ground System x3 (if applicable)  

Deep Clean Cosmetics & Trays 

Deep Clean Environment surrounding Coffee Equipment 

Deep Clean Milk Fridges (if applicable) 

Clean Water Reservoir (if applicable)  

Complete Shutdown Rinse 

Wrap Top End Of Equipment with Clear/ Cling Wrap (if 
equipment not in direct sunlight)  

Empty Coffee Grinder (if removable by hand or using soft vacuum)  
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